Do you want to learn to show cats?

New Exhibitor Resources Are Just a Click Away!

We get it - cat shows can be very confusing when you are just starting to exhibit. That is exactly why CFA has its New Exhibitor program! It offers lots of resources to help the new exhibitor learn about cat shows, and even a Facebook group to ask questions.

You will learn:
• How to prepare for a show
• What happens during judging
• How to enter a show
• How to have fun exhibiting

Want to learn more?
Visit our website: newexhibitor.cfa.org

It has a LOT of information about cat shows and preparation, plus plenty of links to resources, guides, and other CFA programs.

Join our Facebook group: facebook.com/groups/cfanewexhibitor/

This is a closed group just for new exhibitors, with many experienced exhibitors there to answer any and all questions you might have.

We’ll see you there!
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